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Nutrition and Physiology

Ethological and haematological indices in yearling sheep fed various dietary nitrogen sources

I. Varlyakov*, V. Radev, Т. Slavov, R. Mihaylov

Departmet of Morphology, Physiology and Animal Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, Trakia University, 6000 Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

Abstract. A physiology experiment was conducted to evaluate the effects of diet supplementation with non-protein nitrogen compounds Optigen and urea. The 
trial comprised three periods: control – yearling sheep were fed  ration with barley, sunflower meal and meadow hay; first experimental – the same ration was 
supplemented with 12 g Optigen and second experimental – the ration was supplemented with 10.6 g urea. The addition of Optigen resulted in increased 
appetite and faster consumption of the food as seen from lower feeding time and increased rumination time. The welfare of animals was good as seen from the 
low ratio of time spent ruminating in standing position to total rumination time and the dominating values of rumination and rest times without statistically 
significant differences between experimental periods. There were no differences between times spent standing and  loafing, including movement inside the 
box, which is an indirect index for lack of discomfort and reliable testimony for the conditions of the present experiments. The blood picture results allowed 
affirming that the health status of experimental animals was within the reference limits. Proofs in support of this thesis were the fact that lower red blood cell 
counts were compensated by the higher haemoglobin content, whereas white blood cell counts were normal and accompanied by nutritional leukocytosis 
during all three study periods.

Keywords:  behaviour, blood indices, feeding additives (Optigen)
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Introduction supplementation of sheep and cattle rations with urea as main 
source of nitrogen could be efficient, when rations are composed 
with low-quality feed ingredients (Ahmed et al., 2002; Currier et al., After the ban on nutritional antibiotics and hormonal 
2004a; Currier et al., 2004b). preparations as growth promoters in animal husbandry, an active 

The main goal of using non-protein nitrogen sources in animal quest for alternative means to improve the health status and 
diets is to provide a slower hydrolysis of these compounds with performance of farm animals has begun. The protein metabolism is 
gradual release of ammonia in the fore stomachs and creating the basis of success in achieving these objectives. The possibilities 
favourable conditions for replication of proteolytic microbial for modifying the protein degradation in the rumen date back to the 

th populations. In Bulgaria, the effects of non-protein nitrogen 
mid-20  century (Mills et al., 1944; Belasco, 1956). The authors 

compounds used to slow down their hydrolysis have been 
examined the effect of carbohydrates and the type of fermentation 

investigated by Tosev (1975); Тоsev et al. (1978), Sivkova et al. 
on the possibility for using non-protein nitrogen (urea) as a dietary 

(1987).
protein source for cattle. Later studies have investigated the effect of 

The rational use of synthetic nitrogen compounds in ruminant 
non-protein nitrogen compounds on carbohydrates added to diets in 

nutrition requires preliminary knowledge of the amount of nitrogen in 
order to improve ammonia utilisation through management of rumen 

rations, which is deficient to satisfy the needs of rumen microbiota. It 
microbial fermentations (Chamberlain et al., 1985; Rooke et al., 

should be taken into consideration that urea is hydrolysed faster to 
1987; Oh et al., 1999). Nearly five decades ago Virtanen (1966) 

ammonia than feed proteins and therefore, is a poorer nitrogen 
established an important fact, which will give a new direction in 

source. The synchronisation  between energy and nitrogen release 
studies on rumen digestion, namely that ruminants are able to 

into the rumen is possible if urea hydrolysis is inhibited through 
convert non-protein nitrogen into milk protein.

regulation of the non-protein nitrogen inflow in the rumen and by 
As non-protein nitrogen compounds are relatively cheap 

enhancing the rate of digestion of feed organic matter – a source of 
compared to some feeds (meals), they are a proper alternatives to 

energy. 
natural plant protein. From non-protein nitrogen compounds, urea 

Recently, the interest towards the so-called “protected proteins” 
has found the widest application in ruminant rations composition. 

in ruminant rations has increased. They are use to avoid the full 
Urea is easily dissolved in water and rapidly hydrolysed in the rumen 

degradation of proteins in the rumen and to reduce the ammonia 
to ammonia and carbon dioxide. The rapid release of ammonia from 

levels in ruminal fluid. At the same time, protected proteins are 
urea occurring in the rumen, poor dietary nitrogen utilisation in urea-

mainly degraded in the abomasum and small intestine, where their 
rich diets and the risk of intoxication are factors, limiting the use of 

utilisation by the body is more complete. A number of commercial 
urea in ruminant nutrition (Bohnert et al., 2002b). Apart urea, other 

products containing protected proteins are marketed on a global 
compounds used to replace dietary plant proteins are ammonium 

scale. One of them is Optigen – manufactured by Alltech, USA. 
sulfate, ammonium phosphate, ammonium lactate, biuret etc. Biuret 

According to the producer, Optigen® is a source of specifically 
is not water-soluble and its degradation ate is slower compared to 

protected non-protein nitrogen (NPN) with indirectly controlled 
urea. The hydrolysis of biuret to ammonia is slower than that of urea 

(slow) release in the fore stomachs of ruminants. It is gradually 
(Currier et al., 2004c). Several research teams affirm that the 
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degraded, providing a steady and valuable source of non-protein fed  ration with barley, sunflower meal and meadow hay, first 
nitrogen. It is specially designed for supplementation of ruminant experimental – the same ration was supplemented with 12 g Optigen 
diets with the intention to optimise the costs for protein ingredients. and second experimental – the ration was supplemented with 10.6 g 
The active substance of Optigen® is covered with a biodegradable urea (Table 1).
film, which permits gradual nitrogen release. The preparation is an The Optigen amount was selected according to the 
excellent source of nitrogen concentrate, which behaves totally manufacturer's recommendations and safe nutrition guidelines – the 
differently from urea and could improve the function of the rumen. daily dose did not exceed 0.3 g urea/kg body weight. After addition of 

The gradual release of nitrogen prevents the accumulation of Optigen and urea, rumen protein balance changed insignificantly 
excessive nitrogen in the rumen and contributes to the formation of remaining within the reference values (0.6 g and 0.38 g). During the 
high-quality protein by rumen microflora. Simultaneously, the experimental periods, sunflower meal was completely replaced with 
preparation aids attaining optimum rumen ammonia concentrations Optigen or urea in line with the purpose of the trial – to establish the 
and prevents increased levels of non-converted ammonia and its effects of replacing plant protein with synthetic protein and at the 
absorption from the digestive tract into the blood. same time, to preserve rumen protein balance with increasing the 

In the present study, we have evaluated the effect of barley mash amount with 100 g.
supplementing the rations of yearling sheep with Optigen or urea on The experimental animals – 6 yearling Blackhead Pleven × 
the behaviour and some haematological indices of the animals. Ours Suffolk crosses were reared indoor, in individual boxes, at the 
plans were to evaluate whether the effect of the preparation for large experimental base of the Animal Physiology Unit, Faculty of 
ruminants, as affirmed by the manufacturer (Alltech-USA), was also Agriculture. The ration was offered twice daily – in the morning at 
true for small ruminants, as well as to investigate the mechanism of 8.00 AM after collection of the first samples and in the afternoon at 
its biological effect in order to optimise dietary protein costs for 1.00 PM. The welfare of the experimental animals was compliant 
ruminant rations. As the product was designed to be used as a with the rules introduced by European (Directive 2010/63/EU) and 
source of non-protein nitrogen with controlled release into the fore National (Directive № 20, 2012) Directives. The animals were raised 
stomachs of ruminants, in other words, to be degraded gradually in considering all the hygienic parameters, in this direction.
order to provide a regular and complete satisfaction of the nitrogen 
needs of rumen microflora, our expectations are to establish a higher Studied ethological parameters
dietary density, improved feed conversion, positive effects on animal An indirect method of observation was used, with infrared 
health and performance. cameras allowing registration of real behavioural activities during 

the night without additional light source. The behaviour of animals 
was monitored over 72 hours before, during and at the end of each of 

Material and methods the three periods. Obtained data served for calculation of the main 
functional states' indices. They serve as a base for evaluation of 
environmental conditions from the point of view of meeting the Experimental periods and animals
biological needs of animals. The data from the control period were The trial comprised three periods: control – yearling sheep were 

Table 1. Daily ration – control and experimental periods

Feeds
DM, kg

kg
FU for growth

Control period

Experimental periods

PDI, g PBV, g Са, g Р, g

Meadow hay

Barley

Sunflower meal

1.000

0.600

0.170

1.61

0.87

0.52

0.15

1.54 1.54 140.89 0.93 7.54 6.13

1.54

0.6

0.80

0.14

90

64

57

19.89

0≥

-3

-18

21.93

6.8

6.53

0.31

0.70

3.5

2.26

2.03

1.84

Minimum allowances

Dietary amount fed

Meadow hay

Barley

Experiment 1  Optigen–

Experiment 2 – urea 

Experimental period 1

Experimental period 2

1.48

1.48

1.54

1.54

130.50

130.50

0.60

0.38

6.89

6.89

4.63

4.63

1.000

0.700

0.012

0.0106

1.61

0.87

0.61

1.54

0.6

0.94

90

64

66.5

30

-3

-21

 24.6

 24.38

6.8

6.53

0.36

3.5

2.26

2.37

Dietary amount fed
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used for comparison of effects of dietary supplementation with either supplementation of Optigen was obvious – reduced feeding time 
Optigen or urea on feeding behaviour. This was achieved by and as a natural response – increased rumination time. Apart the 
analysis of all elements of feeding activity, and additionally – on the general impression provided by the graph for the dynamic 
basis of data for rest and movement inside the box. stereotype of animals during the three periods of observation, a 

detailed analysis of main behavioural activities is needed to make an 
Haematological parameters ethological assessment of the environment and satisfaction of the 
After 10-day adaptation to each of the three tested rations, biological needs of the species.

blood samples were collected from v. jugularis externa over 2 days Figure 2 presents the numerical values and diurnal patterns of 
before and 2.5 h after feeding for determination of haemoglobin, red the feeding functional activity. Feed intake occurred mainly during 
blood cell counts and total leukocyte counts using routine methods the daytime, a natural result of conditions created by man. The time 
of analysis described in previous reports of ours (Varlyakov, 1989; course of maximum and minimum values is characterised with 
Slavov, 2013). similar, and sometimes, overlapping peaks (Figures 3, 4 and 5) 

The results were statistically processed by statistical software which provides evidence for the homogeneity of data and 
(Statistica for Windows). Variables are presented as mean values ± insignificant individual variations. Two peaks are clearly seen after 
standard deviation (SD). For comparison of different parameters the offering feed supplemented with Optigen (Figure 4). This fact, 
one way ANOVA test was used. Ethological data were analysed together with the shorter time spent feeding could be attributed to the 
using an approach, approved successfully by us for more than five increased appetite and faster food intake, as seen from the 
years and using a standard application in the MS Excel environment. increased time for food digestion (rumination time, Figure 6). The 

differences between the experimental period were not relevant to be 
commented. The rumination is essential for feeding activity of 
ruminants. Its significance is related to at least two aspects – the total 

Results and discussion time spent ruminating shows at what extent food is submitted to 
additional digestion and second, the position when ruminating is 

Data presenting the functional activities of sheep (Figure 1) indicative for the comfort of animals.
outlined clearly the times spent ruminating and resting as dominant Our studies showed that the index of the functional activity 
activities during all three periods of study. Despite that the rumination was 0.311 – 0.344 which is within the reference range for 
differences were not statistically significant, the effect of dietary 

Figure 1. Functional activities (min) 
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Figure. 3. Diurnal patterns of the feeding functional activity – Control
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small ruminants. The diurnal pattern of rumination is even more The analysis of the relative proportion of rumination while 
informative – the rumination during the night prevailed and standing vs the total rumination time as a main index of discomfort in 
comprised 55 – 78% of the total time spent ruminating (Figure 6). ruminants showed that the critical threshold of 40% was far from 
The difference between rumination times between the control and established values between 4% and 7% (Figure 10). This allowed 
Optigen periods was nearly 50 min per 24 h, whereas when the affirming convincingly that the comfort level of animals was high. The 
ration was supplemented with urea, there was practically no higher relative proportion after supplementation of the diet with 
difference (Figure 6). The possible cause was already discussed – Optigen was expected as a result of the faster feed intake and 
the faster feed intake resulting from the increased appetite and the occurrence of larger feed particles in the rumen, i.e. greater 
need for feed digestion through rumination. The data presented on sensitisation of mechanoreceptors. The effect was proved by the 
Figure 6 depict another detail – almost twice more time spent highest daily peal between 11:00 and 13:00 h (Figure 8). During the 
ruminating during the day for the control period. This is well visible greater part of the day, the sheep were resting and ruminating – 910 
from the diurnal dynamics (Figure 7) showing 5 strong peaks of 
ruminating activity during the light part of the day unlike the two 
experimental periods, when rumination peals were tightly 
associated to the time of feed offering (Figures 8 and 9).

Over many years of experimentations with different ruminant 
animal species and categories, we managed to determine the most 
sensitive ethological parameters. They are changes most 
dramatically and most rapidly and could served to evaluate the state 
of comfort or regaining a “normal” state after stress. The first among 
them is the rumination time in standing position, regardless of the 
nature of the stress factor – isolation, surgical intervention or 
deficient feeding (Kutsarov et al., 2004; Varlyakov and Slavov, 
2012). A reliable sign of discomfort is a relative share of rumination 
while standing of over 40% of the total rumination time (Harumoto, 
1984; Varlyakov, 1989; Varlyakov et al., 1995). A second feature is 
the increased time spent standing (Varlyakov, 1989; Rind and 
Phillips, 1999;).

Figure. 4. Diurnal patterns of the feeding functional activity – Optigen
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– 960 min with no statistically significant differences among three experiments with predominance during the day (56 – 58%). 
experimental periods. The diurnal pattern showed a predominant This was logical as during the night, animals ruminate mainly in lying 
part during the night with differences of 12 – 13% between control position. No considerable differences were demonstrated for 
and both experimental periods. The highest relative proportion of standing and loafing times, including the movement within the box 
rest and rumination times in lying position was established after (Figure 12). The tendencies for the diurnal patterns observed during 
dietary supplementation of Optigen – 953 min for 24 h. The values the control and both experimental periods were the opposite, despite 
related to the functional activity rest and its main component lying the insignificant differences ranging from 25 and 30 min per 24 
down (Figure 11) showed the highest iFA during the control period – hours. All facts related to the functional activities rest and standing, 
0.356 and slightly lower after addition of Optigen – 0.318 or urea – together with the exceptionally low times spent ruminating in 
0.319. The diurnal pattern of this activity was comparable for the standing position are indirect signs for the lack of factors of 
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discomfort and proper experimental conditions. reference limit (127 g/L) with highest concentrations during the 
The analysis of collected ethological data showed that first, control period, being also statistically significant (Table 2). The 

there were no reasons believing that the altered composition of the complete blood cell counts suggests that the yearling sheep were in 
ration could have a negative effect on the nutritional behaviour of a good functional state. White blood cell counts were normal and did 
sheep. It should be emphasized that the dietary supplementation of not suggest inflammation or other problem that the body could not 
Optigen had a beneficial effect on nutritional behaviour of animals cope with. A nutritional leukocytosis was present during the three 
mainly by changing the elements, proper of the natural behaviour of periods, but the differences vs prefeeding sampling was statistically 
the ovine species. The predomination of activities rumination while significant only during the control period.
lying down and the faster feed intake are proofs in support of the In previous studies of ours on sheep, we have established the 
positive effect of supplement on rumen fermentation despite the inhibiting effects of Paulownia leaves on haemopoiesis (Varlyakov et 
existence of a certain risk of increased energy expenditure for al., 2013). Nedeva et al. (2008) and Grigorova et al. (2009) did not 
rumination as insignificant its proportion from the overall energy observed any statistically significant difference in red blood cell 
needs it seems. To sum up, there were no signs of discomfort in counts and haemoglobin content after supplemented the ration of 
experimental animals, and it should be remembered that they were yearling sheep (60% concentrate, 40% roughage) with Hostazym 
reared under controlled conditions, including the type, amount and C100. There was a tendency towards very slight postprandial 
time of offering feed.  reduction in red blood cell counts, which were within the reference 

The lack of discomfort is important also while discussing the values for sheep. Unlike the present experiments, the tests on the 
trends in studied blood parameters, meaning that the environmental influence of the enzymatic preparation Hostazym C100 showed that 
conditions satisfies the biological needs of the species. The data for it provoked increase in blood leukocyte counts – both before feeding 
blood cell counts showed that total leukocyte counts were within the (р<0.05) and more significantly 2.5 hours after feeding (р<0.01) 

9 -1 (Nedeva et al., 2009; Grigorova et al., 2009). In experiments with reference range (5-9х10 .L ), during all three periods of study (Table 
buffalo calves, the inclusion of Hostazym C100 to a ration with higher 2) while red blood cell counts, except for postprandial hours during 
roughage content increased blood erythrocyte counts (р<0.05) but the second experimental period, were under the lower limit    

9 -1 there were no changes in total leukocyte counts (Radev et al., 2009).(8х10 .L ). Haemoglobin content was substantially over the upper 

Figure 10. Proportion of rumination while standing vs the total rumination time 
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differences between the times spent standing and loafing, including Conclusions
movement inside the box, which is an indirect index for lack of 
discomfort and reliable testimony for the conditions of the present As early as the moment of working hypothesis formulation, our 
experiments. research team's intention was to contribute to the elucidation of the 

The blood picture data allowed affirming that in general, the mechanism of Optigen's biological effects and their comparison to 
functional status of experimental animals was good. Lower red blood the effects of adding pure urea to sheep ration. 
cell counts were compensated by the higher haemoglobin content. Data about functional activities of animals marked out 
White blood cell counts were normal and nutritional leukocytosis rumination and rest as dominating activities – occupying 910 –960 
was demonstrated during all three study periodsmin of the day without statistically significant differences between 

experimental periods. The diurnal patterns exhibited  that 
rumination during night time predominated with 12 – 13% 
differences between control and both experimental periods. The References
highest relative proportion of rest and rumination times in lying 
position was established after dietary supplementation of Optigen – Tosev А, 1975. On some processes in the rumen of ruminants and 
953 min for 24 h. blood constituents depending on the composition and structure of 

Despite the lack of statistically significant differences after ration. Thesis for PhD, Stara Zagora.
Optigen addition, we observed reduced feeding time following by Ahmed S, Khan M, Shahjatal M and Islam K, 2002. Effects of 
increased rumination time as a natural response. This is due to the feeding urea soybean meal-treated rice strow on digestibility of feed 
increased appetite and faster feed intake. The analysis of the nutrient and growth performance of bull calves. Asian-Australasian 
relative share of the time spent ruminating in standing position from Journal of Animal Sciences, 15, 522-527.
the total rumination time – a main index of discomfort in ruminants, it Belasco I, 1956. The role of carbohydrates in urea utilization 
was found out that the critical threshold of 40% was far from the cellulose digestion and fatty acid formation. Journal of Animal 
established levels of 4% to 7% in our studies. This allowed us Sciences, 15, 496-508.
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